ABOUT

Julie Cole is a recovered lawyer, a mom of six and, co-founder of Mabel's Labels. She is also a published author, keynote speaker, engaged community member and winner of countless entrepreneur awards. In Julie's latest book, Like a Mother, she shares her inspirational stories and lessons learned through parenting her lively crew of kids and building a multi-million-dollar business with her co-founders.

Julie is a regular television contributor and podcast guest. Her writing has been featured in The Globe and Mail, Profit Magazine, Today's Parent, Working Mother Magazine, Parenting.com and countless others. Julie hosts the popular online Mabel Mom Cave LIVE, where she has honest and lively conversations with influential guests.

Check out Julie's new book where her honest, authentic, and humorous take on balancing the motherload will spur you on to be a boss of your own life. Available at Amazon, Indigo, Barnes and Noble, Target, and Coles.
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